Rota's theorem and its generalization
One of the most beautiful and useful theorems in algebraic combinatorics is Rota's theorem 14] characterizing the M obius function of a geometric lattice in terms of subsets of atoms which are NBC, i.e., contain no broken circuit. In this note we will generalize Rota's theorem to any lattice satisfying a simple condition and give applications to the weak Bruhat order of a Coxeter group and the Tamari lattices. The proof of Rota's theorem is an easy application of the simplest version of the Involution Principle of Garsia and Milne 6] . We also use an involution to show directly that in the geometric case the number of NBC sets is the same for any total ordering of the atoms. Finally we discuss a related proof for a special case of Rota 
where the right side is the Kronecker delta. In particular, if L is the lattice of divisors of an integer then is the number-theoretic M obius function.
Suppose that L is a lattice and let^and _ denote the meet (greatest lower bound) and join (least upper bound) operations, respectively. Let A(L) be the set of atoms of L, i.e, all a 6 =0 such that there is no x 2 L with0 < x < a. We say that L is atomic if every x 2 L is a join of atoms.
Assume further that L is ranked with rank function , which means that for all x 2 L the quantity (x) = length of a maximal0 to x chain is well de ned (independent of the chain). Such a lattice is semimodular if (x^y) + (x _ y) (x) + (y) for all x; y 2 L. It is easy to prove, using this inequality and induction, that if B A(L) then (_B) jBj where the vertical bars denote cardinality. So de ne B to be independent if (_B) = jBj and dependent otherwise. If B is independent then we say it is a base for x = _B. If C is a minimal (with respect to inclusion) dependent set then we say that C is a circuit. Now put a total order on A(L) which we will denote to distinguish it from the partial order in L. A circuit ? ? ? ? P P P P P P P P P P P P Figure 1 : An example lattice L C has corresponding broken circuit C = C n c where c is the smallest atom in C. Finally, B A(L) is NBC if it contains no broken circuit. Note that such a set must be independent. Rota's theorem can now be stated. Theorem 1.1 (Rota) Let L be a geometric (i.e., atomic and semimodular) lattice. Then for any total ordering of A(L) we have (x) = (?1) (x) (number of NBC bases of x): (2) To generalize this result to lattices, we rst need to rede ne some terms since L may no longer be ranked. Call B A(L) independent if _ B < _B for any proper subset B of B. Thus if C is dependent then _ C = _C for some C C. Note that it follows directly from the de nitions that a superset of a dependent set is dependent, or equivalently that a subset of an independent set is independent. The de nitions of base, circuit and broken circuit can now be kept as before. If C is a circuit, it will be convenient to adopt the notation C = C nc for the corresponding broken circuit. This done, our generalization is as follows. 
where the sum is over all NBC bases B of x. Before presenting the proof, let us do an example. Consider the lattice L in Figure 1 with the atoms ordered a b c d. Note that when L is geometric, then all NBC bases of a given x 2 L have the same number of elements, namely (x). Thus the right sides of (2) and (3) We must show that f is well-de ned. First note that B cannot contain any broken circuit of the form (8) A related result is the fact that the Tutte polynomial 15] as de ned by external and internal activities is order-independent. Tutte's original proof of this fact in the paper just cited is quite involved. It would be interesting to nd an easier proof using involutions.
Applications
We now give two examples of lattices which are not geometric, but whose M obius functions can be computed using Theorem 1.2. We rst note a general result that follows from our main theorem. We will need the following theorem which is proved (in a dual version) in 9]. Proof. Note that T n has n ? 1 atoms a 2 ; : : : ; a n where v(a i ) has v i = i and all other v j = 1. From Theorem 2.3 we see that the atom set is independent. Thus Corollary 2.1 applies and the given formulae follow easily.
3 Crosscuts, Euler characteristics, and characteristic polynomials
We now present some proofs of related results using involutions. The following is a special case of Rota's Crosscut Theorem 14]. This is clearly well-de ned and the proof follows.
It would be interesting to nd of a proof of the Crosscut Theorem in its full generality using involutions. The stumbling block is that to apply this method one would need to have a crosscut C such that for every x 2 L not covering0 we have (c < y; x) else. where c 0 is the largest element of c, and c < y is the chain formed by adjoining y to c. The fact that this is a sign-reversing involution can now be used to show that the right side of (11) satis es the same recursion as (x).
If a geometric lattice comes from a hyperplane arrangement, even more can be said about its M obius function. Any terms in the following discussion which are not de ned can be found in the book of Orlik Clearly the right side of (13) 
